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The mechanism for the influence of defects in the GaN on the efficiency of localization of electrically-injected

charge carriers in the InGaN|GaN quantum well is studied using tunnel spectroscopy of deep centers. It is found

that the curves of the quantum efficiency and the spectral efficiency of radiative recombination dependencies on

forward bias have the shape with maximum and humps at the biases corresponding to the impurity bands of color

centers in GaN. The quantum efficiency droop with increasing bias is accompanied by a blue shift of the emission

spectrum. We explain these effects based on the model of carrier localization in the quantum well, which takes

into account the significant contribution to the tunneling transparency of the potential walls of the quantum well

from ionized deep centers and their recharging with increasing forward bias.
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1. Introduction

Light-emitting p−n-nanostructures based on GaN, which

are the basic element of solid-state lighting sources [1,2],
have high efficiency, despite the huge density of lattice

structural defects, point defects and their complexes respon-

sible for
”
dirty“ the GaN band gap (Eg, GaN = 3.42 eV at

300K) with a deeper distribution of localized states [3,4]
than in amorphous Si. However, the main physical

question is to what extent the key problems of nitride

optoelectronics are related to defects [2], and first of

all, the problems of quantum efficiency droop with in-

creasing power and radiated wavelength of nanostructures

with InGaN|GaN quantum wells, are still insufficiently

studied.

Already in early experimental studies, it was shown that

the high density of localized states created by defects in

the GaN band gap facilitates tunneling through potential

barriers in the GaN, and sub-barrier tunneling is the

main mechanism for the passage of current in light-

emitting and photovoltaic nanostructures, as well as in

the gates of field-effect transistors based on GaN [5–7].
The dependences of the tunnel current on the forward

bias are usually considered using an approach developed

to describe the excess current in Esaki tunnel junc-

tions [8]. This approach is based on the assumption that

the rate of tunneling charge transfer at the given bias

linearly depends on the density of empty final states at

the tunnel transport level at the boundary of the p−n-

junction, and the shape of the volt-ampere characteristic

of the tunnel structure reflects the energy distribution of

the density of localized states in a less doped transition

region. In the case of a high density of deep centers,

however, it is necessary to take into account the depen-

dence of the tunneling probability on the electric field

strength in the barrier, which decreases with increasing

forward bias due to recharging of deep centers and a

corresponding decrease in the volume charge density. In

the epitaxial layers of GaN, in addition to impurity Urbach

tails of states exponentially falling into the band gap,

there are several types of color centers responsible for

wide Gaussian bands of intracenter optical absorption and

photoluminescence (PL) in GaN [9–11]. In the p−n-

nanostructures, deep color centers ionized at the boundaries

with the InGaN|GaN quantum well make a significant

contribution to the equilibrium volume charge density and

electric field strength at the boundaries, which increases

the tunneling permeability of the potential walls of the

quantum well.

As our recent measurements of tunneling current and

photocurrent with optical excitation of p−n-structures with

a single InGaN|GaN quantum well have shown, with optical

injection, a decrease in the tunneling permeability of the

well walls as a result of recharging of the color centers

as the forward bias increases leads to an increase in

localization efficiency carriers in the quantum well, which

manifests itself in a stepwise increase in the efficiency

of PL from the quantum well and a red shift of the

spectrum of PL [12]. The purpose of this work is to

study the mechanism of the influence of deep centers on

the efficiency of carrier localization in a quantum well and

the quantum efficiency of electroluminescence (EL) in p−n-

structures with InGaN|GaN quantum wells during electrical

injection.
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2. Experiment

The studies were carried out on light-emitting p−n-

nanostructures of the same types as in [12], designated

as A and B, with a single InGaN|GaN quantum well

with a thickness of 30 Å, peak energy EL hνp = 2.65 eV

(λp = 465 nm) at rated current I = 20mA (area of struc-

tures 10−3 cm2) and the maximum internal quantum effi-

ciency of EL, which is 60 and 40% in the structures A

and B, respectively. The structure details are shown

in [12-14]. According to measurements of the capacitance-

voltage characteristics showed, n- and p-regions in nanos-

tructures A are heavily doped (> 3 · 1018 cm−3), but in the

n-GaN layer there is a weakly doped (7 · 1016 cm−3) region

with the width of ∼ 120 nm bordering on the quantum

well. In the nanostructures B n-region is doped much more

strongly (1018 cm−3) than p-area (∼ 2 · 1017 cm−3).

Measurements of current tunneling spectra of — current

as a function of the forward bias of p−n-junction in

energy units V (equivalent to the difference between the

electron and hole Fermi levels Fn − Fp), conducted using a

Keithley 238 current and voltage meter source. The forward

bias of the p−n-junction V = q(Vf−Ir s) was determined

taking into account the drop in the applied forward voltage

Vf on the series resistance of the structure r s, assumed to

be equal to the differential resistance dVf/dI at rated current

I = 20mA and amounting to structures A and B 14.5 and

8.2�, respectively. The EL spectra were recorded on the

spectrometer AvaSpec-2048.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. The tunneling conductivity of a potential

barrier in GaN

The high density of lefects in GaN facilitates tunneling,

and with direct biases, the main carrier flows in the

p−n-nanostructure move towards the quantum well due

to hopping diffusion near the electron and hole tunnel

transport levels, Etn = Fn and Etp = Fp (Fig. 1). The rate of

tunneling charge transfer through the n- and p-barriers limit

the boundary layers (walls of the quantum well) with the

highest localization energy and the lowest density of local

centers along the tunneling length. The tunnel resistance

of the boundary layer in the p-barrier (layer thickness d
in Fig. 1) is significantly higher than in the n-barrier, due

to the large effective mass of holes in the GaN, as well

as due to the asymmetry of the degrees of doping and

energy spectra of defects in the layers of GaN p- and n-type.

A direct experimental confirmation of this conclusion, first

of all, is the fact that in typical nanostructures with

multiple InGaN|GaN quantum wells, only the quantum

well closest to the p-region emits light [15]. With forward

biases, the tunneling flow of holes is limited by the low

tunneling permeability of the p-barrier, and the number

of electrons required to fulfill the local quasi-neutrality

X w d 0
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In/rad
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Figure 1. Scheme of energy bands p−n-structures with an

InGaN|GaN quantum well at forward bias V > hνp .

condition is provided by the higher tunneling permeability

of the n-barrier.

The deep quasi-continuous distribution of localized states

in the GaN band gap, which lattice structural defects, point

defects and their complexes create in epitaxial layers, can be

represented as a superposition of impurity Urbach tails of

states and Gaussian bands of color centers forming impurity

bands in the upper and lower halves of the GaN band

gap [9–11].
According to the model of tunneling through local centers

in Esaki junctions [16], the excess tunneling current through

the potential barrier is proportional to the product of the

tunneling permeability of the barrier D(Et), the density of

occupied initial states ρs(Et) and the total density empty

final statesρs(Et) of the impurity ρif(Et) and the Urbach

tail ρUf(Et) at the tunnel transport layer Et near the

heteroboundary, ρf(Et) = ρif(Et) + ρUf(Et):

I ∝ D(Et)ρs(Et)
(

ρif(Et) + ρUf(Et)
)

. (1)

The tunneling permeability of a triangular potential

barrier, which determines the probability of tunneling a

charge carrier from an occupied initial state with energy

Et to an empty final state with the same energy, calculated

by Keldysh [17], in its simplest form equals

D = exp

(

− πδ

2
√
2~

√

2m∗(V0 −V )

)

, (2)

where V0 and δ = (V0 −V )/qFb — barrier height and

width, V — is the forward bias, Fb = ((V0 −V )qN/ε)1/2 —
electric field strength, q — electron charge, ε — per-

mittivity, m∗ — reduced effective mass of electron and

hole, N = Nt + NUt + NGt — total concentration of ionized

impurity centers of the main dopant Nt, the Urbach tail NUt

and the color centers NGt = 6iρit(E).
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Figure 2. Dependences on the forward bias p−n of the current (1, 1′) in the region of the bias V < Vth (a) and V > Vth (b),
intensity (2, 2′) and the quantum efficiency of EL (3, 3′) (b) for structures A (1−3) and B (1′−3

′). The arrows mark the peak energies

of the optical absorption bands YL-, GL-, BL-centers and the peak energy of the ultraviolet (UVL) PL in GaN (b).

As the forward bias increases, the transport level Et in

a barrier with high tunneling resistance, moving to the

edge of the allowed zone, crosses the impurity zone on

the heteroboundary with a quantum well, the nature of

the change in tunneling conductivity is mainly influenced,

according to (2), by the change in the product two

functions, ρf(Et) and D(Et):

g tun(Et) ∝ D

(

dρif

dEt

+
dρUf
dEt

)

+ (ρif + ρUf) ·
dD
dEt

. (3)

According to (3), the increments of the density of empty

finite states dρf(Et)/dEt when moving the level Et lead

to the greater increase g tun, the higher the permeability

of the barrier. But simultaneous filling and recharging

of the final states of the impurity zone ρi(E) leads to a

weakening of the electric field strength and a decrease in

permeability (dD/dEt < 0). Recharging the deep states of

the exponential tail ρU(Et) does not lead to a significant

decrease in permeability, since the full charge of its ionized

states is determined by the density of small states.

3.2. Tunneling spectroscopy of deep centers
at pre-threshold biases, V < Vth

Fig. 2, a shows the current-voltage characteristics of the

nanostructures A and B, measured in the biases region less

than the threshold bias of the detection of EL Vth. The shape

of the curve for the nanostructure A (curve 1) resembles

similar characteristics of semiconductor tunnel junctions,

in which, in addition to the tunnel peak associated with

interband tunneling, there are humps of excess tunneling

current caused by tunnel junctions through impurity levels.

The maximum and humps on the tunneling spectrum of

the current I(V ) structure A clearly indicate the presence

in the GaN band gap of several impurity of the Gaussian

type ρi(E) with biases maxima at Et = E0i superimposed

on the background of impurity states of the exponential

Urbach tail ρU(E). The double maximum of the tunnel

current at low biases is caused by the presence of a Gaussian

impurityρ1(Et).

The first maximum is associated with the maximum of

the Gaussian ρ1f(Et) at the level Et. The appearance of an

additional maximum and a region with negative differential

conductivity on the I−V characteristic is associated with

an increase in the density ρUf(Et) on the decline of the

Gaussian ρ1f(Et) and a decrease in tunnel permeability

D(Et) as a result of a decrease in the space charge as the

states ρ1(Et) recharge. Sequential recharging of the impurity

zone states as the bias increases leads to a stepwise decrease

in the permeability, causing the formation of a valley of the

I−V -characteristic, which indicates a significant contribution

of the space charge of the color centers to the total space

charge in the structure of A.

The equality of currents in structures A and B at small

biases indicates the approximate equality of the density

of states ρ1(E) in them. But in the region of biases
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corresponding to the valley of the I−V -characteristic in

structure A, only a weak depression is observed in structure

B on the curve lg I(V ) (curve 1
′), which indicates the

predominant contribution of the Urbach tail states to the

full charge in the structure B.

3.3. Effect of tunneling permeability of potential
walls of a quantum well on efficiency
of injection of charge carriers into
a quantumwell, V ≥ Vth

Fig. 2, b compares the V ≥ Vth dependences measured

in the bias region of the current I (curves 1, 1′) and the

emission intensity IEL (curves 2 and 2′), represented on a

semi-logarithmic scale, as well as the quantum efficiency

of EL η = IEL/I (curves 3 and 3′), represented on a

linear scale, for the nanostructures A and B. As can be

seen from Fig. 2, b, in both structures the curves lg I(V )
and lg IEL(V ) have S-shaped, the curves η(V ) have a

characteristic of light-emitting nanostructures based on GaN

maximum. In the bias region Vp > V > Vth, the radiation

intensity increases faster than the current and the efficiency

increases with the bias. Efficiency peaks at peak biases

of Vp = 2.81 and 2.58 eV and peak currents Ip = 0.48 and

2.2mA in structures A and B, respectively, when the slopes

of the curves lg I(V ) and lg IEL(V ) become the same. In

the region V > Vp, the current grows faster than IEL, and
the efficiency decreases with increasing bias. In addition to

the maximum, the curves η(V ) for the structures A and B

reveal a thin structure with kinks (convexity or concavity of

the curves) in the region of the same biases.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, b, the EL spectrum

from the quantum well begins to be detected at an bias

Vth = 2.3 eV < hνp, when the main current flows
”
under“

the quantum well and is a tunnel leakage current, and

the over-barrier injection current into the quantum well is

negligible, and recombination radiation in the well occurs

due to tunnel injection of thermally activated carriers into

the quantum well through the potential walls of the well.

The intensity of EL IEL in the structures A and B slowly

increases with the bias, increasing by 5 orders of magnitude

at V = 3.24 and 2.81 eV, respectively, whereas with over-

barrier injection into a quantum well, the radiation intensity

should increase with the bias as IEL ∝ exp(V/nkT), n = 1,

and at threshold bias Vth = 2.3 eV should increase by

5 orders of magnitude already at the bias V = 2.6 eV.

Exponential growth of IEL with characteristic energy equal

to or close to kT in the structures A and B is observed

only near Vth, amounting to kT and 1.25 kT , respectively.

This assumes that a significant proportion of the forward

bias falls on the tunnel resistance of the well wall in the

p-barrier.

The found features of the behavior of the current and

emission intensity with increasing forward bias allow us to

propose a model linking the efficiency of localization and

radiative recombination of carriers in a quantum well with

the density of the space charge in the walls of the well

and its change as the forward bias increases and the tunnel

transport levels Etp and Etn moves to the edges of free zones

bands.

At forward biases of hνp ≥ V > Vth, the tunneling current

into the quantum well is created by the main carriers

capable of overcoming the injection barrier with a height

of Eeff = hνp. Since the concentrations of the main carriers

at the boundaries of the space charge layers are determined

by the Boltzmann distribution, as long as V ≤ hνp, the main

current into the quantum well is created by carriers ther-

mally activated to the top of the lowered injection barrier

Eeff = hνp. At forward biases V > hνp, the main current into

the quantum well flows near the tunnel transport levels Etn

and Etp (Etn − Etp = V ). In a time shorter than the radiative

recombination time in the quantum well τr , the injected

carriers are thermalized into the states of the quantum well

tails and can recombine radiatively or tunnel to localized

isoenergetic states in the opposite barrier and recombine

nonradiatively in the well wall or tunnel through the wall.

Due to the small thickness of the quantum well compared

to the thickness of the walls of the well, it can be assumed

that the carriers recombine non-radiatively, mainly in the

walls of the well. The efficiency of localization and radiative

recombination of carriers in a quantum well can be written

in the following form:

η(V ) =
I rad

I rad + In/rad
=

τnr

τr + τnr
, (4)

where I rad, In/rad — are currents caused by radiative recom-

bination in a quantum well and tunneling from a quantum

well, respectively; τn/r = (1/τQW→w + 1/τQW→p)
−1 — the

lifetime of carriers in localized states in the wall of a

quantum well, determined by the time of nonradiative

recombination in the wall of the well τQW→w and the time of

tunneling through the wall by jumps between local centers

τQW→p.

At low injection levels, the differential resistance of

the injection barrier Eeff, inversely proportional to the

current I rad and equal to reff = kT/qI rad, is greater than

the sequential differential tunneling resistances of potential

well walls. The forward voltage drops almost entirely at

the injection barrier Eeff, lowers its height and increases the

tunneling currents of holes and electrons into the quantum

well. This is reflected in the rapid increase in the intensity

of radiation from the quantum well (IEL ∝ I rad) near the

threshold bias.

With an increase in the forward bias and the injection

level, the resistance of reff decreases, and an increasing part

of the bias increment falls on the tunnel resistance of the

quantum well wall in the p-barrier rw, slowing down the

decrease barrier Eeff and straightening bands in the wall.

The greater the straightening of the bands in the well wall,

the greater the number of isoenergetic states with occupied

non-basic carriers, electrons, and tail states in the quantum

well, and the greater the tunneling flow of electrons from

the quantum well, which leads to a slowdown in the growth

of IEL(V ) and η(V ) with the bias increase.
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The efficiency increases, while reff/rw > 1. But when,

with the bias increase, the differential resistances of the

injection barrier and the well wall become equal, the

flow of electrons tunneling from the quantum well begins

to increase as the bias increases faster than the flow of

electrons radiatively recombining in the well, which leads to

the efficiency droop. The maximum efficiency condition can

be written as the equality rw = kT/qI rad or I rad = kT/rw.
The maximum efficiency in light-emitting nanostructures

based on GaN is usually observed at a current density of the

order 1A/cm2. For a structure with an area of S = 10−3 cm2

at peak current Ip = 1mA, rw = kT/qIp = 26�; at rated

current I = 20mA, reff = kT/qI rad = 1.3�.

3.4. The effect of the recharge of the color
centers on the localization efficiency
of injected carriers in the quantum well

The curve η(V ) for the nanostructure A has convexities

(humps) in the vicinity of the biases V = 2.4 and 2.6 eV

corresponding to the maxima of the Gaussians ρYL(E) and

ρGL(E) responsible for the bands of yellow (YL) and green

(GL) PL in the layers p-GaN. The efficiency reaches a max-

imum in the vicinity of the bias V = 2.75 eV, corresponding

to the peak energy of the blue (BL) PL band in the layers

p-GaN [1,18], and begins to fall at the bias V = 2.95 eV,

corresponding to the maximum of the Gaussian ρBL(E),
slowing down sharply at the bias of V = 3.15 eV at its high-

energy edge. The curve η(V ) for the nanostructure B at

V = 2.4 eV corresponding to the maximum of the Gaussian

ρYL(E) has a concavity (deflection) and at V = 2.6 eV

corresponding to the maximum of the Gaussian ρGL(E),
also has a maximum.

Humps on the curves η(V ) occur when the level Etp

intersects wide impurity bands (full width at half height

FWHM ≈ .4 eV) color centers ρif(Etp), due to a change in

the tunnel resistance of the well wall rw, causing a change

in the distribution of the voltage increment between the

injection barrier and the well wall.

With an increase in the bias in the area V ≤ Vp, the

density of states ρif(Etp) and ρUf(Etp) increases at the level

of Et at Etp < E0i causes a decrease in rw and a greater

decrease in the injection barrier, which manifests itself

in the growth of IEL and η. The recharge of the states

ρif(Etp), which reduces the electric field strength in the well

wall, as well as a decrease in their density at Etp > E0i ,

causes an increase in rw and a smaller decrease in the

barrier, which is reflected in a slowdown in the growth

of IEL and η with an bias. For V > Vp, on the contrary,

a decrease in rw leads to a slower drop in η with an

increase in bias, and an increase in rw — leads to a faster

drop η. Since the Gaussian distribution has an inflection

point at half the height of the peak, where dρif(E)/dE
is maximal, in the case of ρif(Etp) > ρUf(Etp) when the

level of Etp intersects the Gaussian impurity zone in the

region of Etp < E0i on the curve η(V ) there is a bulge

(hump). Since dρUf(E)/dE grows with the increase of E ,

in the case of ρUf(Etp) > ρif(Etp),a concavity (deflection)
occurs on the curve η(V ). In the case ρUf(Etp) ≈ ρif(Etp)
a double hump appears on the curve η(V ): a hump in the

region of the Gaussian increase ρif(E), at Etp > E0i , caused

by the growth of states ρif(Etp) and their recharging, and

a secondary hump in the region of the Gaussian decline

ρif(E), at Etp > E0i , due to the growth of states ρUf(Etp),
but the decrease and recharge of states ρif(Etp).

In the structure A, the relatively low density of states of

the Urbach tail ρU(E) provides low tunneling permeability

and conductivity of the p-barrier. The tunnel leakage current

at the threshold bias is small and is 0.2µA. Near the

threshold bias, the contributions of the states ρYL(E) and

ρU(E) to the total density of unoccupied final states are

comparable. In the region V = 2.2−2.6 eV, when the level

Etp crosses the impurity band of the YL color centers, on

the curve η(V ) in the peak region ofYL-Gaussian, near

V = 2.4 eV, a distinct concavity (deflection) appears after

the convexity (hump), a secondary hump appears on the

decline of the YL-Gaussian, near V = 2.5 eV, on the curve

η(V ). The decrease in tunnel permeability caused by a

significant decrease in the charge in the well wall when

recharging YL centers leads to a decrease in the contribution

of the states ρGL(E), ρBL(E) and ρU(E) into tunneling

conductivity and slows down efficiency growth with the bias

increase at V < Vp and its droop at V > Vp.

In the structure B, the high density of states of the

Urbach tail ρU(E) provides high tunneling permeability

and conductivity of the p-barrier. The tunnel current at

the threshold bias, equal to 4µA, is more than an order

of magnitude higher than the current in the structure A.

The contribution of the states of the color centers to the

total density of unoccupied final states ρf(Etp) is small,

and the rapid growth of I rad and IEL with increasing

voltage in the region V = 2.2−2.6 eV is provided by the

exponential growth of ρU(Et). Overcharging of the YL color

centers leads to a decrease in the contribution of the states

ρU(Et) to the tunnel conductivity and manifests itself in the

concavity (deflection) of the curve η(V ) near V = 2.4 eV.

Overcharging of the GL color centers leads to an increase

in the current In/rad, causing a drop in efficiency.

3.5. The effect of the recharge of the color

centers on spectral efficiency EL

To confirm these model considerations, we have made

measurements of the partial quantum efficiency of radiation

in various parts of the EL spectrum. Fig. 3 illustrates the

behavior of the emission efficiency of photons with energy

hν with the forward bias increase in the structures A and

B. The spectral efficiency of ηhν(V ) ≡ Ihν(V )/I(V ) can be

defined as equal to the number of emitted photons with

energy hν when one electron flows in the external circuit

(Ihν — spectral intensity of radiation). The dependences

ηhν(V ) are obtained from a series of spectra measured at

various forward biases.
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Figure 3. The dependences of the spectral efficiency of the EL from the forward bias ηhν(V ) for the structures A (a) and B (b). The
values of peak efficiencies are normalized. The energy of the emitted photon, eV: a) 1 — 2.52, 2 — 2.58, 3 — 2.6, 4 — 2.65, 5 — 2.69,

6 — 2.72, 7 — 2.75; b) 1 — 2.52, 2 — 2.58, 3 — 2.6, 4 — 2.63, 5 — 2.66, 6 — 2.69, 7 — 2.72, 8 — 2.75. On the inserts — EL spectra

Ihν(hν) at I = 20mA for the structures A (a) and B (b), the markers highlight the energies of the emitted photons for the curves ηhν(V )
with the corresponding numbers.

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that with equal spectral

efficiency of radiation with energy hν < hνp = 2.65 eV and

hν > hνp at rated current 20mA, in the region of peak bias,

the efficiency of low-energy radiation is 4−5 times greater,

and its dependence on bias has a maximum, whereas the

increase in the efficiency of high-energy radiation with the

bias only slows down in the region of V > Vp.

Comparison of curves ηhν(V ) (Fig. 3) and η(V ) (Fig. 2, b,
and curves 3 and 3′) shows, that the on the curves ηhν(V )
appear in the regions of the same forward biases as on

the curves η(V ). This fact is consistent with the notion that

carriers tunneling into the quantum well are thermalized into

states of Urbach tails ρU(E) in InGaN, and the probability

of filling states with different localization energies Eloc is

proportional to their density [9,19–21]. The asymmetric

shape of the emission spectrum, which is characteristic of

disordered materials with a sharper on a high-energy wing is

associated with the fact that part of the carriers captured into

states with energy E > hνp does not have time to recombine

radiatively. It is assumed that in the case of a relatively low

density of states ρU(E) and the absence of carrier hops

between local centers, carriers are thermally ejected to the

mobility edge and re-captured, evenly filling the states of the

zone tails [22,23]. In the case of high density states ρU(E)
the role of the mobility edge is played by the demarcation

level, and carriers from shallow states are thermalized into

deeper states by tunnel hops between tail states [24,25].

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the type of dependences on

the bias of the radiation efficiency for states with different

localization energies is significantly different.

In the structure A for electrons trapped in deep states in

the quantum well emitting photons with energy hν < hνp,
the density of isoenergetic final states ρUf(E) in the

well wall decreases with increasing localization energy

Eloc proportionally to exp(−Eloc/EU) (Urbach parameter

EU > kT ), but the rate of nonradiative recombination of

an electron and a hole increases faster as exp(Eloc/kT ). As
a result, the depth of localization of carriers in the quantum

well is compensated by a higher rate of nonradiative

recombination through deep isoenergetic states of tails in the

well wall. Recharging YL centers leads to a greater outflow

of electrons from deep states. As a result, the efficiency

of radiation with lower energy hν weakly increases with

increasing V and at smaller biases begins to decrease,

approaching the efficiency at V = 2.4 eV, before the start

of recharging YL centers. With an increase in the radiation

energy hν in the region hν < hνp, the inflection of the

curves ηhν(V ) near the maxima of the Gaussians YL-

and GL-centers becomes weaker, the maximum spectral

efficiency shifts towards large biases, the drop of ηhν

decreases as the bias increasing (Fig. 3, a, curves 1−4). As a
result, at biases V > Vp, the spectral efficiency of radiation

on the low-energy wing of the EL spectrum decreases with

the bias increase, which is reflected in the blue shift of the
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Figure 4. Spectral position of the peak of the EL spectrum as a

function of forward bias for structures A (1) and B (2).

peak of the radiation spectrum accompanying a decrease

in the efficiency of the EL (Fig. 4, curve 1). At a rated

current of 20 mA, the blue shift of the spectrum peak

reaches 50MeV.

For the electrons trapped in small tail states emitting

photons with energy hν > hνp, the density of final states

ρUf(E) for the electrons tunneling from a quantum well, it

is large enough, and the distance between the centers is

small. Due to the exponential dependence of the electron

jump rate on the distance between local centers proportional

to exp(−Eloc/Ehop) (Ehop < kT — characteristic energy

of jump thermalization), the electron leaves the center

faster than it can recombine, which increases the tunneling

outflow of electrons with low energy Eloc through the wall

of the quantum well. As the bias increases, the recharge

of the YL-, GL- and BL- color centers leads to an increase

in the tunnel resistance of the well wall and forward on

the wall, accompanied by an increase in the density of the

isoenergetic final states ρUf(E) for electrons tunneling out

of the quantum well and their tunneling outflow through the

wall, which manifests itself in a slowdown in the growth of

spectral efficiency with with increasing bias (curves 5−7),
as well as in the broadening of the emission

In the structure B, the high density of states of the

Urbach tail ρUf(E) provides high tunneling permeability

and conductivity of the p-barrier, and, accordingly, a large

tunneling leakage current under the quantum well and from

the quantum well. The recharge of YL centers reduces the

tunneling permeability and the contribution of the states

ρUf(E) to the tunneling conductivity, and at V = 2.4 eV, the

spectral efficiency of emission at the low-energy edge of

the spectrum is very small (Fig. 3, b, curve 1). But after

the Etp level crosses the maximum of the Gaussian of YL-

centers, when the accumulation of neutralized YL-centers

slows down, the exponential growth of the states of ρUf(E)
begins to outpace the decrease in tunnel permeability and

the spectral efficiency increases rapidly with increasing bias

the offset increase (curves 2 and 3), leading to a red shift

of the maximum of the emission spectrum by 20meV at

low bias (Fig. 4, curve 2). The recharge of GL centers

and an increase in the forward bias on the well wall leads

to a sharp increase in the tunneling electron flux from

the quantum well, a decrease of η for centers emitting

photons with energy hν ≥ 2.6 eV and a blue shift in the

emission spectrum at V > Vp, amounting to 60MeV at a

rated current of 20mA.

4. Conclusion

In p−n-nanostructures with the InGaN|GaN quantum

well, ionized deep centers make a significant contribution

to the volume charge density and electric field strength in

the potential walls of the quantum well, which increases

their tunneling permeability and lowers the injection barrier,

allowing the main carriers to tunnel into the quantum well

and thermalize into the states of the Urbach tails of the well.

The recharge of the color centers in the well wall in the

p-barrier as the forward bias increases leads to a decrease

in the tunneling permeability of the wall and an increase in

the drop in direct voltage on the wall, which, in turn, leads

to an increase in the tunneling outflow of non-basic carriers

(electrons) from the quantum well due to an increase in the

density of isoenergetic local centers in the well wall.

The maximum efficiency of localization and radiative

recombination of carriers in a quantum well is achieved

when, with an increase in the injection level, the differential

resistances of the well wall and the injection barrier become

equal. In the case of a comparable density of color centers

and states of Urbach tails in the well wall, the decrease in

localization efficiency with the bias increase and recharge

of color centers is mainly due to an increase in the rate

of nonradiative recombination in the well wall. In the case

of the predominance of the density of states of the Urbach

tails, an increase in the velocity of tunneling electron jumps

between local centers in the wall of the well dominates.
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